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An international team led by researchers from the University of Bern in Switzerland and the National Centre of Competence in Research NCCR PlanetS
have bee | Space ...
Scientists Detect Signatures of Life on Earth Remotely
The chances that life arose on Mars are at least as high as they were on Earth, because the requirements—as we currently understand them—were all there,
including liquid water, organic compounds, ...
Life May Have Been More Likely to Originate on Mars Than on Earth
Kennedy’s nightmares: in a little over ten years, China and Russia will have a fully- Moon. The International Lunar Research Station, or ILRS for short,
was announced at a conference on space ...
This Week in Space: A planet made of water and China, Russia collaborate on Moon base
After a space rock struck Earth 66 million years ago - killing the dinosaurs - another asteroid hit, delaying Earth's recovery from a mass extinction.
A second space rock hit Earth after the one that doomed the dinosaurs - a nail in the coffin of the mass extinction
Despite the odds, the existence of such life-forms in the universe matters deeply to me and many others on Earth.
Intelligent life probably exists on distant planets — even if we can’t make contact, astrophysicist says
One of the fundamental themes in astrobiology is to seek to ascertain the origin and distribution of life in the cosmos. As part of this, the field also deals
with how life may be transferred from one ...
New Research May Help Illuminate the Origins of Life on Earth
NASA’S new missions to Venus could ultimately reveal how Earth will end if they prove prove a scientific theory to be correct. The theory is that Venus
was once like Earth and had oceans ...
Nasa’s new Venus probes ‘to reveal how life on Earth will END’ in eerie doomsday mission
Paul Byrne, associate professor of Planetary Science at North Carolina State University, explains the importance of the three upcoming missions to our
planetary neighbour.
How the upcoming missions to Venus could reveal how life on Earth will end
CNN has today launched the Meanwhile in China newsletter, a three-times-a-week update exploring what you need to know about the country's rise and
how it impacts the world. Sign up here.
US-China rivalry is extending from Earth into space. That poses a challenge to American dominance
A detailed concept for a lunar habitat, created by one of the world’s leading architectural firms with ESA technical support, is currently on show at the
Biennale in Venice. Skidmore, Owings & Merrill ...
Life Beyond Earth: A Detailed Concept for a Moon Habitat
A research group has demonstrated that the heat generated by the impact of a small astronomical body could enable aqueous alteration and organic solid
formation to occur on the surface of an asteroid.
Did heat from impacts on asteroids provide the ingredients for life on Earth?
Today on #WorldOceansDay the UN sheds light on the wonder of the ocean and how it is our life source, supporting humanity and every other organism on
Earth. I think these pictures show the beauty, and ...
Earth's Ocean Seen From Space
Two petitions seeking to prevent the Amazon CEO's reentry to Earth after his Blue Origin flight collected thousands of signatures in only 10 days.
More than 70,000 people have signed petitions to stop Jeff Bezos from returning to Earth after his trip to space next month
A few days ago, millions of tons of super-heated gas shot off from the surface of the sun and hurtled 90 million miles toward Earth. The eruption, called a
coronal mass ejection, wasn't ...
Solar storms are back, threatening life as we know it on Earth
This week, the community buzzes about a Space.com story concerning Earth’s ancient climate ... tempting to consider the existence of alien life. So,
serhiy1635 hits us with another fascinating ...
This week on the Space.com forums: Ancient climate, plastic rocket fuel and alien life!
Sierra Space's Dream Chaser ® spaceplane and LIFE habitat platforms paired with Rhodium Scientific's "science first" modality enables a scalable testing
and production model required to advance the ...
Sierra Space and Rhodium Scientific Sign Agreement Exploring Viability of Science Operations on Sierra Space LIFE™ Habitat
A renowned international team of researchers led by Benton Clark from the Space Science Institute in Boulder, Colorado, recently looked into one of the
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key questions in astrobiology—whether life ...
Life More Likely to Originate on Mars Than Earth?
Life on planets might have been initiated by panspermia, a millennia-old theory that microbes living amid space dust ... a better grasp of how those on Earth
may be biologically connected with ...
Research may help illuminate origins of life on Earth
It is believed that the water and organic substances necessary for life to begin on Earth were the result of ... Impact Facility at JAXA's Institute of Space and
Astronautical Science (ISAS).
Did heat from impacts on asteroids provide the ingredients for life on Earth?
The eruption, called a coronal mass ejection, wasn’t particularly powerful on the space-weather scale, but when it hit the Earth’s magnetic field it triggered
the strongest geomagnetic storm ...
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